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Abstract

Spatial navigation in the presence of gravity restricts one’s displacement to two-dimensional (2D) planes. Therefore, self-motion only

includes translations and yaw rotations. In contrast, in weightlessness, one can translate and turn in any direction. In the first experiment, we

compared the ability to memorize a virtual three-dimensional (3D) maze after passive exploration in three self-motion conditions, each using

a different set of rotations for turning. Subjects indicated which pathway they traversed among four successive corridors presented from an

outside perspective. Results showed that exploring in the terrestrial condition (including only yaw rotations, the viewer’s virtual body

remaining upright) allowed better recognition of the corridor than in the weightless condition (which included pitch and yaw rotations

according to the turns), particularly for more complex 3D structures. The more frequently the viewer-defined (egocentric) and the global

environment (allocentric) verticals were aligned during exploration, the more easily subjects could memorize the 3D maze, suggesting that

simplifying the relationship between the egocentric and allocentric reference frames facilitates spatial updating. Nevertheless, with practice,

performance in the weightless condition improved whereas in the natural terrestrial condition performance remained at its initial maximum,

indicating that the cognitive processes involved were innate for this particular condition. The second experiment revealed that single rotations

in the terrestrial condition must be performed around the body axis in order to obtain optimal spatial updating performance, and that the latter

is independent of the conflict with gravity that might favor this condition when one is actually upright. This suggests that although humans

can memorize 3D-structured environments their innate neurocognitive functions appear to be specialized for natural 2D navigation.
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1. Introduction process called ‘‘path integration’’ [7–11,14]. It is this latter
Human navigation relying on spatial knowledge requires

the continuous processing of spatial information in order to

update this knowledge and execute the planned trajectory.

Spatial updating is performed through the integration of

one’s displacements and through the recognition of envi-

ronmental landmarks along the way. The former depends

principally on the extraction of heading information from

optic and acoustic flow [21] and the integration of self-

motion information such as speed and acceleration provided

by the vestibular system, proprioception and vision in a
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process that feeds the memorizing process of one’s trajec-

tory while exploring an environment, whether known or

novel. During walking, terrestrial gravity restricts human

displacements to two-dimensional (2D) planes, and the head

is most of the time stabilized, in order to keep it continu-

ously upright relative to gravity [16]. Although humans

process vertical information (elevation) about their environ-

ment, either for altitude variations, as in a town for example

[3], or for navigation inside buildings with several floors

[15], it has been found that they are not as precise in such

processing as they are for horizontal information (azimuth).

Astronauts frequently report being disoriented during space

flight, especially when they have to go to a specific sector of

the space station, or when they have to retrieve a tool they

had placed somewhere nearby [6]. Because trajectories in
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microgravity are no longer restricted to 2D planes, body

translations and rotations are possible in any direction of

space. Therefore, in flight, astronauts’ self-motion can

include yaw rotations as in terrestrial navigation, but also

pitch and roll rotations. Nevertheless, astronauts tend to

avoid adopting unusual body orientations relative to their

visual environment [18]. Furthermore, because gravitational

cues are suppressed, they can no longer serve as a stable

external reference frame for spatial orientation.

In the present study, we tested the ability of human

subjects to recognize the geometrical shape of a three-

dimensional (3D) virtual maze after passive egocentric self-

motion according to different displacement conditions.

Based on the abovesummarized literature on navigation, we

hypothesized that humans would have difficulty in solving

complex spatial problems while navigating inside 3D struc-

tures. Two main issues regarding 3D navigation were

addressed in this paper. The first issue concerns the capacity

to store the 3D structure of an environment: can humans build

a mental representation of complex 3D environments where

all dimensions have the same probability of occurrence? This

question does not concern most natural situations of naviga-

tion where processing of vertical information is irrelevant,

but rather concerns navigation inside buildings with several

levels or inside space stations. The second issue concerns the

human capacity for integrating self-motion that includes both

yaw and pitch body rotations. In such cases, memorizing the

shape of the environment may require a complex coordinate
Fig. 1. Terrestrial navigation in buildings: spatial inferences are more difficult betw

each level, with connections to the other levels.
transformation in order to shift from the egocentric (local)

reference frame experienced during navigation to an allocen-

tric (global) reference frame so as to build an object-like

representation of the environment. Intuitively, we felt that

vertical could be at the core of the allocentric reference frame.

Our second question was therefore: what is the effect of

tilting the observer’s egocentric vertical relative to the

environment’s allocentric vertical, which occurs in a 3D

displacement, on the process of memorizing the trajectory?

Natural human self-motion includes two characteristics

that are direct consequences of head stabilization during

locomotion and might be helpful to simplify spatial orienta-

tion. First, shifting from the egocentric to an allocentric

reference frame involves rotations about the body axis only.

Second, gravity provides a constant reference that can be

used to infer the orientation of the head when it is tilted,

allowing the retrieval of spatial information independently of

temporary body tilts. For these reasons, we were interested in

manipulating the relationship between the egocentric and the

allocentric reference frames during navigation, for the mem-

orization of the traveled 3D environment. We designed a first

displacement condition called the terrestrial condition, in-

spired by natural self-motion, in which the observer’s vertical

orientation is kept constant throughout the exploration, and

where going up and down simulates the elevator of a building

(see Fig. 1). Based on previous observations, we expected

this type of displacement to provide an optimal spatial input

for building a mental model of the traveled 3D environment.
een levels than within levels [15]. A different cognitive map can be built for
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In contrast, we expected that varying the alignment of both

the observer’s vertical and the environment’s vertical usually

provided by gravity would disturb the construction of such a

mental representation. In order to test this hypothesis, we

designed two other displacement conditions. The first pre-

served this alignment along the horizontal sections of the

navigation path only. This displacement mode was called the

subaquatic condition by analogy with scuba divers’ body

orientations during exploration. In the second, called the

weightless condition, the observer’s vertical could be aligned

with any direction, by analogy with the microgravity condi-

tion of space flights, where astronauts can adopt any orien-

tation during navigation. We expected that the latter

displacement mode would most severely impair the creation

of a mental model of the traveled 3D structure. Virtual reality

allowed us to visually simulate participants’ self-motion in

the different displacement modes.

Rodents in their natural environments are faced with

different 3D spatial problems than those usually encountered

by humans, like digging a tunnel to reach a target at a

specific position not directly accessible by simple 2D nav-

igation, or orienting themselves in a big city’s sewer net-

work. Furthermore, they can walk on vertical planes, and in

such cases do not have to stabilize their heads. For these

animals, integrating displacements not restricted to 2D

planes and representing 3D routes in memory are cognitive

aptitudes necessary for survival. Furthermore, when rats

move in 3D mazes, priority is given to processing the vertical

dimension rather than the horizontal [5]. These differences of

3D navigation capacities between animal species may stem

from differences in the evolutionary pressures on rodents and

humans, each species developing cognitive functions adap-
Fig. 2. A view of the experimental setup. The subject’s line of sight was centere

(equipped with a Diamond’s FireGL 1 video card) generated the video and the s

keyboard. The subject’s eyes were positioned at a distance of 80 cm from the sc
ted to its natural environment. It is of interest to discover

whether or not the human cognitive functions involved

during natural navigation are also well adapted to 3D

navigation. From an evolutionary perspective, we might

expect them to be more specifically adapted to 2D naviga-

tion, and less appropriate for 3D exploration than in the case

of rodents. On the other hand, it is possible that humans, with

practice, may learn how to manage complex displacements

including yaw and pitch turns (the weightless condition in

our experiments). If memorizing a 3D maze with such an

unusual displacement condition then becomes possible, we

could hypothesize that instead of being innate, as would

appear to be the case in rodents, such a cognitive capacity is

rather a learned capacity. Accordingly, the spatial learning

performance in complex displacements would never attain

the same level as in a natural displacement (the terrestrial

condition in our experiments).
2. Experiment 1

2.1. Materials and methods

2.1.1. Subjects

Sixteen naive subjects (12 men and 4 women) aged from

20 to 32 years participated in this experiment. Most were

students or laboratory staff, and all but one were right-

handed. They all gave prior written consent.

2.1.2. Experimental setup

Subjects sat on a chair of adjustable height allowing the

line of sight to be centered on a large screen covering a 115j
d on a 115j FOV video projector screen (240� 180 cm). A PC computer

ound for the verbal instructions and recorded the responses entered on the

reen.
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horizontal and 100j vertical field of view (FOV) at a

distance of 80 cm. The stimuli were projected onto the

screen at a resolution of 1024� 768 (see Fig. 2). In

darkness, subjects responded using a keyboard with keys

highlighted by phosphorescent stickers.

2.1.3. Procedure

Each of the 36 trials in the experiment included a visual

navigation phase followed by a test phase. During the
Fig. 3. (a) An inside static view of one corridor explored by subjects (resolution of

experienced by subjects. (b) An outside view of the corridor as seen during the r
navigation phase, subjects were passively driven at constant

speed through a virtual cylindrical 3D corridor with stone

walls (see Fig 3a). Three different displacement conditions

were compared using the same set of 12 different corridors,

four with three segments, four with four segments and four

with five segments. Four trials were then performed for each

level of the independent variable (navigation condi-

tion� number of segments). Each segment was aligned

with one of the canonical axes defining the allocentric
1024� 768 at 15 fps). Perspective correction was adjusted to the real FOV

ecognition task, the red arrow indicating the point of entry.
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reference frame (see Fig. 4d). In order to avoid memoriza-

tion of a verbal sequence of the directions taken in corridors,

subjects performed a dual task consisting of verbal shadow-

ing. They had to repeat out loud random numbers ranging

from 10 to 60 that were played through headphones every

2.5 s.

Just after the navigation, subjects were first asked to

draw with their finger in 3D space the remembered shape of

the corridor (manual reproduction task), and to press a key

once they had finished. This first task was used as priming

for the following one; therefore, only the reaction time was

measured. The second task was to select from among four

external views the corridor structure that corresponded to
Fig. 4. The orientation of the subjects in the virtual corridor for the (a) terrestrial

represent the body axis direction, the line of sight, and the left-hand direction, respe

reference frame (x,y,z) at the initial position.
the one previously explored (recognition task). A ‘yes’ or

‘no’ key press was recorded for each view presented

successively. The principles underlying the construction of

the distractors associated with each corridor are given in

Appendices A and B (see Table 1). External views were

aligned with respect to the observer’s orientation in the first

segment, which was the same across all displacement

conditions. The entrance point to the tunnel was indicated

with a red arrow (see Fig. 3b). Each trial lasted approxi-

mately 70 s (40-s visual stimulus, 5-s manual reproduction

test, 12-s recognition test, 15-s rest).

Both the order of the 36 trials (each corresponding to one

of the three displacement conditions in one of the 12
, (b) subaquatic and (c) weightless conditions. The z-axis, x-axis and y-axis

ctively. (d) The allocentric reference frame (X,Y,Z) defined by the egocentric
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corridors of the set), and the sequential presentation order of

the correct external view and of the distractors during the

recognition task were randomized. Subjects were never told

which condition they were going to be tested in. After each

block of 12 trials, the number of correct responses was

displayed to the subjects as a score, and was followed by a

5-min pause. This feedback was given in order to keep

subjects motivated during the whole experiment. It was not

given after each trial, to prevent them from developing

unwanted simplifying cognitive strategies. Subjects trig-

gered each trial by pressing a specific key when ready

before each exploration. For each trial, the response latency

for the manual reproduction, the reaction time for each of

the four views of the recognition task and the accuracy of

the choice were recorded. Given that the test views were

presented successively, the last ‘yes’ choice among the four

views was considered as the subject’s definitive choice. This

allowed subjects to cancel a former ‘yes’ that they consid-

ered a mistake after seeing a second view that seemed to be

the correct one. The experiment was preceded by three

practice trials for each of the different visual displacement

conditions for subjects to familiarize themselves with the

computer interface. The full experiment lasted approximate-

ly 1 h.

2.1.4. Displacement conditions

Three visual displacement conditions were studied. The

allocentric reference frame corresponding to the initial

egocentric reference frame determined the vertical and

horizontal references used to describe these displacement

modes (see Fig. 4d). In the terrestrial condition (see Fig.

4a), the head was always kept upright, and in vertical

segments, the walls scrolled up or down in front of the

subject as if inside a transparent elevator. In this condition,

before entering a vertical segment, a yaw rotation was made

to orient the view in the direction the path followed after the

end of the segment. This information was given before

vertical translations to permit subjects to know at the same

time for all conditions which direction was coming next. In

the weightless condition (see Fig. 4c), the viewing direction

pointed towards the end of the current segment and at each

junction a single yaw or pitch egocentric rotation was

performed to reorient the line of sight with the next segment,

thereby allowing subjects to experience rotations around all

three axes of the allocentric space. The subaquatic condition

(see Fig. 4b) was similar to the weightless condition except

that a second roll rotation could be simultaneously added at

turns following a vertical segment, in order to reposition the

head upright (as defined by the initial viewing orientation in

the first segment). The name of these conditions were

inspired by the kind of self-motion one can have in

terrestrial, subaquatic and weightless environments. Know-

ing that in our study only visual motion was simulated, these

conditions cannot correspond to a real motion in such

environment. Therefore, the naming convention is only a

partial analogy with reality.
During displacement through the virtual corridor, the

simulated gaze direction rotated in anticipation of the curve,

as would occur in natural conditions [4,20]. That is, the

virtual viewing direction started rotating 2600 ms before the

translation of the viewpoint started to curve. This anticipa-

tion delay was estimated empirically; we tested different

delays and chose the one that was the most natural and

comfortable. Linear speed was kept constant during the

whole displacement and was the same for each trial.

Because there were no absolute cues in the virtual visual

scene, the actual translation velocity is undefined from the

visual flow field alone. However, one can estimate the

equivalent displacement velocity supposing that the subject

walked on the floor of the tunnel. Consequently, for a

subject measuring 1.75 m in height, the virtual speed would

be 1.31 m/s (around 4.7 km/h), which corresponds to a

normal walking speed for humans.

2.1.5. Data analysis

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the

different dependent variables (accuracy, latency of correct

response and manual reproduction) with displacement con-

dition� number of segments as within-subject factors. Spe-

cific hypothesized effects were tested using contrasted

comparisons, and post hoc analyses were performed with

the Scheffé test.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. 3D recognition performance

Although subjects reported having difficulty in per-

forming the spatial task at the beginning of the experiment,

they said it became easier after the first 12 trials. In a

postexperiment debriefing, they all mentioned that the

weightless condition was more difficult than the terrestrial

condition, but that it was as difficult as the subaquatic

condition. The instructions did not inform the subjects why,

in the subaquatic condition, a double rotation was sometimes

performed simultaneously at turns (to reorient the body’s

vertical with that of the environment). However, some of the

subjects reported that, somehow, they knew before reaching

the corner if they were going to have a ‘‘strange rotation’’ or

not. This suggests that they were naturally expecting to

reorient their virtual body position upright after traveling in

a vertical segment with a horizontal position. Because the

weightless and the subaquatic conditions only differed when

returning to a horizontal corridor segment, this expectation

was fulfilled in the subaquatic condition but not in the

weightless condition.

The average response accuracy for all subjects is

presented in the clustered error bar chart in Fig. 5, for

each displacement condition, and for corridors with three,

four or five segments, or altogether. Because chance

performance was 25%, the results indicate an overall high

level of accuracy. The results indicate a significant main

effect of the displacement condition on accuracy [F(2,30) =
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indicates the response chance level (25%).
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5.16; p < 0.012]. As expected, accuracy decreased propor-

tionally with the number of segments in the corridors

[F(2,30) =17.94; p < 0.001], with an average of 93.2%,

83.9% and 69.3% for three-, four- and five-segment trials,

respectively.

Because the weightless and subaquatic conditions only

differed on one three-segment corridor among the four used

in this experiment, but differed for all four- and five-

segment corridors (see definition of corridors in Table 1 in

Appendix A.), we decided to make specific analyses without

considering the three-segment trials in order to properly

compare performance in the three displacement conditions.

We again found a significant main effect of the displacement

condition on accuracy [F(2,30) = 10.57; p < 0.001], with an

average of 82.8%, 78.9% and 68.0% for the terrestrial,

subaquatic and weightless conditions, respectively. A con-

trasted comparison of the displacement conditions revealed

that the weightless condition was statistically different from

the subaquatic condition [F(1,15) = 9.30; p < 0.01] and from

the terrestrial condition [F(1,15) = 27.21; p < 0.001].

The displacement condition� number of segment (only

four and five) interaction with accuracy illustrated in Fig. 5

was significant [F(2,30) = 5.03; p < 0.02]. This interaction

was due to the great difference in performance for the five-

segment trials between the weightless condition and the

other conditions; post hoc tests showed that this condition

yielded significantly poorer results than the terrestrial

( p < 0.01) and subaquatic ( p < 0.02) conditions. Therefore,

a clear deterioration of performance was observed in the

weightless condition when the number of segments reached

five, whereas in the other conditions, performance slowly

decreased but the level of accuracy remained high.
The average response latency for hits, i.e., when subjects

recognized the correct corridor among the views presented,

is illustrated in Fig. 6. Misses were replaced by the average

value of hit latencies yielded by the subject in the same

displacement condition and number of corridor segments.

There was a significant effect of the displacement condition

on response latencies [F(2,30) = 3.38; p < 0.05]. Latencies

for corridors with four and five segments were significantly

shorter [F(1,15) = 5.16; p < 0.04] for the terrestrial condition

(2760 ms) than for the weightless and subaquatic conditions

(3340 ms in each case). The increase in latency between

three and five segments was clearly linear with a slope of

about 1000 ms for each additional segment [F(2,30) = 21.38;

p < 0.001]. The interaction between the number of segments

and the displacement condition was not significant. Thus, the

latency of recognition did not reflect the reduction in the

accuracy of performance found in the weightless condition.

2.2.2. Learning effects

In order to check if there were distinct spatial learning

trends depending on the exploration condition, we examined

performance in each condition as a function of the trial

order. Successive trials were grouped into subsets of four

trials, which reduced the noise introduced by averaging

across different numbers of values. The number of values

corresponding to each average is indicated by the size of its

dot in the plot. This provides additional information about

the confidence level of the average.

The learning curves for recognition accuracy according to

the navigation condition are detailed in Fig. 7. In the first four

trials, the randomization of the order led to very little practice

in the terrestrial as compared to the subaquatic condition; all
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subjects contributed in total to 15 terrestrial trials against 29

subaquatic trials, which explains the initially lower perfor-

mance in the terrestrial condition. Subsequently, perfor-

mance in this condition reached its learning peak (above

90%) and then stabilized, whereas performance in theweight-

less condition, and to some extent in the subaquatic condi-

tion, increased gradually over the duration of the experiment

to reach approximately the same level as for the terrestrial

condition. The starting level of performance for the weight-

less condition was below 60% in the first group of trials.

This descriptive analysis of the learning effect suggests

that the natural aspect of the terrestrial condition required

hardly any training to correctly process the spatial informa-

tion and memorize the corridor. In contrast, because self-

motion with the weightless condition does not occur in

everyday life, adaptation for this task required practice.

Nevertheless, performance in the weightless condition clear-

ly improved over time, reaching almost the same level as in

the other conditions. Because of the random distribution of

trials throughout the experiment, not the same subject

individuals and number have contributed to each of the

dots in the plot. Therefore, inferential analysis could not be

performed to test the statistical significance of these tenden-

cies, and only descriptive conclusions could be drawn.

2.2.3. Manual reproduction and the shadowing task

The mean latencies of manual reproduction were about

the same for the three studied modes of navigation (about

4450 ms), and increased significantly [F(2,30) = 52.30;

p < 0.001] with the number of corridor segments (from

approximately 3000 ms for three segments to 5500 ms for

five segments). Subjects said out loud numbers every 2.5 s;

moreover, generating random numbers has a high cognitive

cost. Thus, although we did not record the verbal responses
in the dual task, it can be assumed that the shadowing task

was correctly performed. Subjects reported that they paid

particular attention to the numbers in the first 12-trial block,

but after that they automated the task.

2.3. Discussion

Subjects readily identified the 3D outside view of the

shape of the maze explored in the terrestrial condition. The

good performance of subjects in this condition shows that it

was possible to build a correct mental representation of the

path in the corridors. In response to the first issue addressed

in this study, this suggests that humans can, to some extent,

build a representation of a complex 3D environment in

working memory. This is particularly true for environments

with segments of constant length and with right-angled

turns, as tested in our experiment. If nonhorizontal seg-

ments had been oriented at angles other than 90j, the results
would probably have been different. Concerning the second

issue, as to whether or not humans can integrate self-motion

that includes yaw as well as pitch body rotations, the

answer is twofold. Overall, recognition accuracy in the

weightless condition was considerably impaired when the

number of segments of the maze reached five (falling from

83% to 53%). This suggests that the cognitive processes

involved in this task for this particular condition were no

longer effective (chance level being at 25%). Therefore,

processing a 3D displacement that includes yaw and pitch

rotations is more difficult (poorer precision and longer

latencies) than for a natural 2D displacement such as in

the terrestrial condition. Although it is possible to build a

spatial representation from realistic 3D navigation when

exploring a simple structure (with three or four segments),

the cognitive functions involved in this task do not appear
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to be adapted to more complex environments (with more

segments). On the other hand, if we consider the training

effect, the answer to this issue is different. In fact, we found

that subjects’ performance in the weightless condition

continually improved from the beginning to the end of

the experiment, which suggests that after some practice

subjects got used to integrating the pitch and yaw rotations

and could then memorize their trajectory correctly. There-

fore, integrating complex 3D self-motion, as in the weight-

less condition, is not innate for humans, in contrast to

integrating naturalistic self-motion, as in the terrestrial

condition. Nevertheless, after exposure to this kind of

complex 3D self-motion, it becomes possible to memorize

the path traveled, although performance would not reach the

same level as with a natural displacement. Indeed, the

results from another study revealed that after intensive

practice with both conditions in corridors with increased

complexity (five and six segments), the performance level

reached at the learning plateau of the weightless is still

lower than that of the terrestrial condition [19].

The relationship between the egocentric and allocentric

reference frames in each displacement condition provides a

plausible explanation for the observed differences in spatial

performance. As mentioned in the introduction, our spatial

tasks required, at some point, a shift from an egocentric

reference frame—in which subjects had the spatial experi-

ence—to an allocentric reference frame—in which the

views of the corridors were presented during the recognition

task. Indeed, updating the stored spatial information about

the corridor requires subjects to extract after each turn their

orientation relative to an allocentric reference frame, in

order to be able to correctly infer the direction of the

following segment. This mental process can be performed
either during the exploration, if subjects adopt the strategy

of building a mental image of the corridor during the

exploration, or during the recognition task. In the latter

case, subjects could for instance adopt the strategy of storing

only virtually generated exproprioceptive information dur-

ing the exploration [13], and then sequentially evaluating, at

each turn of the corridors presented, whether the allocentric

direction change matches the memorized self-motion. These

two modes of processing spatial information correspond to

two general strategies that we can find in navigation when

subjects are asked to continuously update an object’s

relative position while walking blindfolded [1].

One important distinction between the terrestrial condi-

tion and the other conditions in our study is that subjects

only had to integrate yaw rotations to extract their orienta-

tion relative to the allocentric reference frame, whereas in

the other two conditions, they also needed to integrate pitch

and roll rotations. In typical terrestrial navigation, yaw is the

only rotation angle one has to integrate in order to infer

one’s orientation and thus to remember the shape of a path.

Besides, in the terrestrial condition, the egocentric reference

frame had the particularity of maintaining the body’s verti-

cal axis (z) aligned with the allocentric vertical axis (Z)

throughout the exploration of the maze. Therefore, shifting

from an egocentric to an allocentric frame of reference,

based on rotations along the vertical axis (the yaw rota-

tions), would be at advantage. This is consistent with the

results in the terrestrial condition. In the subaquatic condi-

tion, due to a double rotation when returning to a horizontal

segment, the alignment of the vertical of both the egocentric

(z) and allocentric (Z) reference frames was also present

during navigation in horizontal segments (along X or Y), so

the reference shift was partially facilitated. In contrast, the
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weightless condition showed the poorest performance be-

cause during the maze exploration the reference frame shift

required rotations about all three axes of the allocentric

space. Therefore, the results suggest that the complexity of

the relationship between egocentric and allocentric reference

frames affects the construction of a 3D spatial mental model.

In fact, the spatial processes required by the task are more

easily implemented with increasing alignment of verticals of

the egocentric (z) and allocentric (Z) reference frames during

navigation, whatever the strategy described previously.

Depending on the navigation conditions, the egocentric

visual rotations for any given corridor could be different in

number and in nature, which has implications both for the

number of turns to integrate, and on the visuo-vestibular

conflict introduced. Actually, because subjects remained

seated upright during the simulated exploration, virtual body

rotations were not sensed by the semicircular canals nor were

the gravity orientation changes sensed by the otoliths. The

terrestrial condition involved fewer rotations, and only yaw

rotations that did not conflict with gravity. In contrast, the

weightless and subaquatic conditions involved more rota-

tions, and included pitch rotations that conflicted with

gravity (see Fig. 4). This could have affected the integration

of the displacement [2], and thus have been responsible for

the better results in the terrestrial condition. However,

recognition accuracy for corridors with five segments was

nearly the same for the subaquatic condition (77%) and the

terrestrial condition (78%), whereas it was considerably

impaired for the weightless condition (53%). On the other

hand, latencies were shorter for the terrestrial (3250 ms) than

for the weightless and subaquatic conditions (approximately

3850 ms in each case). We can therefore assume that

independent of the number and nature of the rotations

involved in the terrestrial condition, the spatial updating

process required in our task was more accurately performed

for naturalistic displacement modes (terrestrial and to some

extent subaquatic) than for displacements including yaw and

pitch turns (weightless). Nevertheless, the processing time

increased with the number of rotations during exploration of

the environment and when pitch (or roll) rotations had to be

integrated, leading to the increased reaction times observed

in both the subaquatic and the weightless conditions.
3. Experiment 2

In order to validate some of the interpretations given in

the previous discussion, and to look further into the partic-

ularity of the natural terrestrial displacement condition, we

conducted an additional experiment that addressed two

questions. The first question concerned the importance of

gravity as an external reference used during navigation, as in

the terrestrial condition of the previous experiment. As

mentioned before, shifting from an egocentric to an allo-

centric reference frame in order to memorize the 3D path

was easier in the terrestrial condition because the vertical
axis was common to both frames of reference. In normal

conditions, gravity provides the vertical axis of the allocen-

tric reference frame used in navigation. Therefore, having an

egocentric reference frame consistent with the gravitational

vertical during navigation (an upright posture whether

virtual or real) possibly facilitates the updating performance

because it provides a common stable reference across the

different perspectives encountered during navigation. We

evaluated this influence on performance when participants

performed the task in a nonupright position, thereby remov-

ing the possibility of using gravity in the integration

process. We compared the effect of observers’ actual orien-

tation (upright vs. lying on the side) in two of the three

virtual displacement conditions (terrestrial vs. weightless),

bringing both conditions to the same level of conflict with

regard to gravity during visual motion. Our prediction was

that the difference observed between these conditions in the

previous experiment would remain when subjects were

tilted, despite the modified gravity orientation.

The second question concerned the contribution of hav-

ing the rotation axis of the terrestrial condition aligned with

the participant’s body axis, which makes virtual orientation

changes only through yaw rotations. We wanted to deter-

mine whether a terrestrial-like condition where orientation

depended only on pitch rotations would still result in a better

performance than the weightless condition in which orien-

tation was a function of yaw and pitch rotations. We

therefore added the pitch terrestrial condition, in which all

simulated rotations along the pathway were performed

around a single axis that was this time horizontal while

subjects remained upright.

3.1. Materials and methods

3.1.1. Subjects

Twenty-six naive subjects (17 men and 9 women) aged

from 19 to 33 years participated in this second experiment.

Most of them were university students, and all but two were

right-handed. They all gave prior written consent before

starting and were remunerated.

3.1.2. Experimental setup

Subjects were either seated, as in the previous experi-

ment, or lay on their right side with the keyboard positioned

in the corresponding orientation. From the point of view of

the subject, the trials were visually similar to the ones in the

first experiment except that the stimuli had a higher resolu-

tion (1200� 1200 pixels) and refresh rate (85 fps). In order

to have comparable stimuli when subjects were seated and

when they lay on their side, the vertical and horizontal fields

of view were this time equal (107j).

3.1.3. Procedure

The procedure was similar to that of the previous

experiment and only the differences and the reasons for

them will be described. First, we removed the three-segment
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corridors from the protocol because they were too easy and

only small differences in the results were observed across

experimental conditions. We removed the subaquatic con-

dition and included the three new conditions referred to

above; the lying down terrestrial and weightless conditions

and the pitch terrestrial condition.

We replaced the previous recognition task with a 3D

reconstruction task. During this task, subjects were asked to

draw with the computer the remembered 3D shape of the

corridor. In this way, we eliminated the possible influence of

choice of distractors in the recognition task. Subjects were

first shown an external view of the first segment with an

avatar at the entrance point indicating the orientation rela-

tive to which the reconstruction had to be made. It was

aligned with the subject’s body position, such that when

subjects were in the upright position the avatar was vertical

and when they were in the lying down position the avatar

was horizontal, with regard to an upright observer. Four

arrows labeled from 1 to 4 indicated the four possible

directions of the next segment (see Fig. 8). Segments were

added one by one by pressing the key corresponding to the

direction chosen. Once the correct number of segments was
Fig. 8. The reconstruction task in the upright conditions. Segment by segment, s

direction being parallel to one of the canonical axes. Once the correct number of di

the 3D drawing by pressing the spacebar key. Subjects could cancel their last ch
entered, a message appeared asking the subject to confirm

the drawing by pressing the spacebar key. For every trial,

accuracy of the drawn corridor was calculated as the number

of segments reconstructed correctly from the beginning

minus one (i.e., excluding the first, already drawn segment),

divided by the total number of segments minus one. For

instance, if the reconstruction of a four-segment corridor had

only the first three segments correct, accuracy would be

66.6%. At any time, subjects could cancel their last choice

by pressing the backspace key. The chance level for bal-

anced blocks of trials including corridors with four and five

segments is 12.4%.

Lastly, we modified the dual task. Because the new

reconstruction task was more sequential, subjects would

be more inclined to use a verbal strategy. At the beginning

of each trial, three random numbers within the range of 20–

59 were played through the headphones and subjects had to

memorize them in the correct order. Just after the recon-

struction task, subjects had to recall this sequence of

numbers using the keyboard, and a sound was immediately

played if more than one number was incorrect or if the

numbers were not in the correct order. Mean accuracy at the
ubjects had to choose between the four possible directions, each segment

rections had been entered, a message appeared asking the subject to confirm

oice at any moment by pressing the backspace key.
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dual-task was approximately equivalent across conditions

(mean: 75.5%; S.E.: 3.1%), and suggested that the dual task

was correctly performed.

Five experimental conditions were compared for 10

different corridors, half being randomly selected from a

four-segment database and the other half from a five-

segment database. The full experiment for any given subject

comprised two sessions, one with 30 trials performed seated

upright and the other with 20 trials performed lying down

on the right side, each divided into blocks of 10 trials. In the

upright position, the terrestrial, weightless and pitch terres-

trial navigation conditions were compared, while in the

lying down position only the terrestrial and weightless

conditions were compared. The order of the sessions was

counterbalanced across subjects. Each session started with

practice trials: two for each of the navigation conditions

corresponding to each of the body positions, for subjects to

familiarize themselves with the computer interface. The task

being cognitively very demanding, the two sessions for any

given subject were done on different days in order to avoid

mental saturation. The two sessions lasted about 1 h each.

3.2. Results

The performance accuracy in each experimental condi-

tion is presented in Fig. 9.

3.2.1. Body position

A 2 (body position)� 2 (navigation condition)� 2 (num-

ber of segments) within-subjects ANOVA design table was

used to compare the reconstruction accuracy of the terres-

trial and the weightless exploration conditions according to

the body position. Again we found a significant main effect

of the number of segments on accuracy [F(1,25) = 39.57;
Fig. 9. Reconstruction accuracy (meansF S.E.) according to the three

upright and the two lying on the side exploration conditions. Dashed line

indicates the response chance level (12.4%).
p < 0.001], the performance difference between corridors

with four and five segments being 11.9% on average. The

condition effect on performance was significant for both the

upright [F(1,25) = 14.05; p < 0.001] and lying on the side

position [F(1,25) = 7.73; p < 0.01]. Accuracy for the terres-

trial condition (with 72.5% and 59.1% for the upright and

lying on the side positions, respectively) was higher than for

the weightless condition (with 62.1% and 49.2%, respec-

tively) in each body orientation. This is consistent with the

results of the previous experiment, which used a recognition

task instead of the current reconstruction task. When sub-

jects lay on their sides, rather than being seated, their

performance decreased significantly in both the terrestrial

[F(1,25) = 7.25; p < 0.015] and the weightless condition

[F(1,25) = 7.77; p < 0.01].

3.2.2. Visually pitched terrestrial navigation

A 2 (condition)� 2 (number of segments) within-sub-

jects ANOVA design table was used to compare the recon-

struction accuracy of the terrestrial and the pitch terrestrial

exploration conditions. Performance in the pitch terrestrial

condition was significantly [F(1,25) = 17.61; p < 0.001]

lower (with 58.2%) than in the terrestrial condition (with

72.5%). A post hoc test revealed that this difference was

significant for both four-segment trials ( p < 0.003) and five-

segment trials ( p < 0.05). The pitch terrestrial and the

upright weightless conditions yielded approximately the

same level of performance.

3.3. Discussion

The results of the second experiment reinforced the

interpretations presented in the discussion of the first

experiment. On one hand, by testing the terrestrial and

weightless conditions with subjects lying on their sides, we

showed that the previously observed differences in perfor-

mance were independent of the visio-otolithic conflict. In

fact, the same level of conflict with respect to gravity was

present in both conditions. Moreover, in the terrestrial

condition, laying subjects on their sides considerably im-

paired the reconstruction performance, which shows that in

this natural condition, having the body and the rotation axes

aligned with gravity facilitates memorization. It suggests

that the egocentric to allocentric shift required by the task is

easier if it involves rotations around the gravity axis.

On the other hand, we found new evidence in support of

the hypothesis that the smaller number of rotations in the

terrestrial conditions did not contribute to the difference in

performance observed between the conditions. Actually, the

pitch terrestrial condition, which also had fewer rotations to

integrate along the displacement, produced approximately

the same low level of performance as the weightless

condition. The difference between the terrestrial and pitch

terrestrial conditions is that, in the latter, only pitch rota-

tions were used instead of yaw rotations. Although the

displacements in the 3D maze required the integration of
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only one rotation type (pitch instead of yaw), it was not

sufficient to maintain a high level of performance.

Therefore, the terrestrial condition produced a higher

performance mainly because shifting from an egocentric to

an allocentric reference frame is easier in a natural condition

where only yaw turns are required, in which the rotation

axis is aligned with gravity. Furthermore, it is not a question

of fewer turns to integrate, but rather of the characteristics of

the rotations involved. These findings are consistent with

the mental rotation literature: Shiffrar and Shepard [17] have

shown that performance improved when the axes of the

object, the rotation axis and the gravitational vertical were

aligned. Tilting one of them resulted in a marked deterio-

ration of speed and accuracy of the mental rotation.
4. General discussion

In summary, we found that it is possible to build a mental

representation of a 3D environment, although this represen-

tation is probably oriented with respect to the specific

direction defined by the vertical of the memorized structure

(usually provided by gravity). In other words, cognitive

manipulations of this structure might be highly dependent

on this vertical axis. The mental model could be a set of

superimposed 2D cognitive maps having the vertical seg-

ments encoded as junctions between those maps. The

processing of vertical and horizontal dimensions would

consequently be very distinct and lead to a different spatial

performance. If gravity defines this vertical axis, it would

have a strong influence on the memorization process as well

as on cognitive manipulations of the model such as mental

rotations.

Our results show that the ongoing relationship between

the egocentric reference frame and the allocentric reference

frame has a crucial influence on the spatial updating of the

3D structure being memorized. In particular, humans have

difficulty in integrating 3D displacements where any rota-

tion in space can occur. The alignment of gravity with the

vertical egocentric axis certainly plays a role in determining

spatial performance.

Although we found that, with practice, subjects could

learn how to integrate and memorize a displacement that

used pitch and yaw rotations, this developed capacity

appeared to be rather limited and not innate, in contrast to

natural displacements. Based on our results, a new functional

explanation for humans trying to keep their heads stabilized

during locomotion [16] is that it facilitates the shift from an

egocentric to an allocentric reference frame, which is re-

quired in order to memorize our trajectory. Indeed, keeping

the head stabilized relative to the vertical of the environment,

which is probably defined by gravity, reduces the complexity

of the change of reference to a simple rotation around the

vertical axis, thereby allowing an efficient updating of the

cognitive map of the surrounding environment as well as a

correct computation of one’s orientation in this environment.
Evolutionary considerations based on the possibility of

stabilizing the head during locomotion could provide an

explanation as to why humans and rats have fundamentally

different innate navigational abilities. On one hand, humans

evolved from monkeys that lived in the rainforest and had to

build mental representations of a 3D environment. However,

monkeys usually climb trees with their body upright and

moving from tree to tree does not include pitch body

rotations such as those in our weightless displacement

condition. Therefore, human phylogenesis might have led

to this head stabilizing process in order to simplify spatial

cognition. On the other hand, because rats have a much

higher power-to-weight ratio than humans, gravity induces

weaker locomotion restrictions and thus they can walk on

steeply sloping or even vertical surfaces. In these situations,

rats cannot stabilize their heads to the same extent as humans.

Spatial orientation in such environments requires them to

perform complex referential shifts relying on rotations about

any axis, and independently of the orientation of gravity.

Therefore, the survival of the species has probably relied on

the cognitive capacity to deal with 3D locomotion [12].
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Appendix A. Construction of the virtual mazes

Twelve virtual 3D corridors were used in the first

experiment (Expected column of Table 1), each one being

explored in a random order using the three displacement

conditions (weightless, subaquatic and terrestrial). After

each visual stimulus in a specific corridor, four external

views of corridors were presented in random order, includ-

ing the expected corridor and its associated distractors (the

three pictures shown to the right of each corridor in Table 1).
Appendix B. Construction of the distractors

The principles that underlie the construction of the

distractors associated with each corridor can be described

in terms of the number of equal turns starting from the first

segment. The distractors are ranked by level of difficulty for

rejecting them, as presented in Table 2. A description of the

set of distractors associated with a corridor, and the under-

lying choices of these distractors are summarized in Table 2.

The notations used in this table can be explained with the



Table 1

The sets of corridors with three, four and five segments used for the first experiment

Each of the 12 corridors explored (Expected column) with their three respective distractors ordered by level of difficulty for rejecting them.
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following example: let us consider a distractor with the same

first turn (two segments) as the explored corridor, but with

the second turn leading to a different 3rd segment. This

difference characterizes the distractor difficulty: with either

a 3rd segment in the symmetrical direction—difficulty noted

3sym, or with a 3rd segment whose direction is rotated by

90j—difficulty noted 3rot. We assumed that the symmetrical

difference would be less obvious to detect than the rotated

difference.
Table 2

The construction principles of the distractors according to the set of the

explored corridors and the level of difficulty of the distractors

Set of corridors Level of difficulty Similarity and transformation

Three segments Most similar 3sym (four trials)

Intermediate 2sym (four trials)

Most different 2sym (one trial), 2rot (three trials)

Four segments Most similar 3sym (four trials)

Intermediate 2sym (four trials)

Most different 2sym (two trials), 2rot (two trials)

Five segments Most similar 5sym (one trial), 4rot (two trials),

3sym (one trial)

Intermediate 3sym (one trial), 2sym (three trials)

Most different 2sym (three trials), 2rot (one trial)
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